[A gas chromatographic study on the characters of adsorbents in the enrichment of organic compounds from air samples].
A gas chromatographic method for the measurement of enriching characters of adsorbents used in preconcentration of organic compounds from air samples was studied. The character parameters suggested in this study include adsorption parameters (breakthrough volume or maximum sample volume) and desorption ones (minimum flashing volume and the lowest desorption temperature). The parameters of some low-molecular-mass compounds such as alcohols, saturated hydrocarbons, aromatics, esters and halohydrocarbons on GDX-301 were measured by using elution GC method. The maximum sample volumes of all the 20 compounds (with exception of methanol) got from these experiments are not less than 0.8 L at 35 degrees C for sampling tube (filled with 2 g GDX-301) and 0.3 L at 0 degrees C for focus tube (with 0.14 g GDX-301). The corresponding minimum flashing volumes of less than 177 mL and 13 mL respectively are needed to complete desorption at 180 degrees C, and the lowest desorption temperatures of not over 180 degrees C and 157 degrees C at flashing volume of 180 mL and 30 mL are lower than the maximum allowable operating temperature (250 degrees C) of GDX-301. The results showed that GDX-301 is a good adsorbent for enrichment of the organic compounds mentioned above. The following operating conditions are recommended: using the above sampling tube and focus tube, actual sample volume < or = 0.8 L, adsorption temperature < or = 35 degrees C and focus temperature 0 degrees C, desorption for 6 min from sampling tube and 1 min from focus tube at 180 degrees C with flashing rate 30 mL/min. Good correlations between the parameters and boiling point of the investigated compounds were found. It can be used to estimate the parameters of other organic compounds not measured in this study.